INSET PIC OF
WEEKLY TEXT
DRIVER HERE

Tuesday:
Perimeter of rectangles

Monday:
Multiplying and
dividing problem
solving

Wednesday:
Perimeter of rectilinear shapes.

Friday
The Friday
challenge.

Thursday
Area counting sqaures

Monday:
Look at how the
crocodile has
evolved over
time. Draw the
stages.

Tuesday:
Google how to draw a giraffe. Follow the
different steps to draw a giraffe.
Wednesday:
Can you classify each animal in the story, e.g.
vertebrate, invertebrate, bird, amphibian, etc.
Create a classification table.

Thursday:
Create and draw a monster of your own.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xz2NtLStek4

Friday:
Research any
of the
creatures in
the book and
find out
about their
life cycle and
food chain.

Explore it: Read
the following
page of text
and spend time
looking
carefully at the
illustration:
What do you
notice about
this picture?
How does the
image make
you feel?

ILLUSTRATE IT: Who do you think is watching the magic?
How do you think they feel as they are watching this
spectacle? What will their faces look like? Can you picture
it in your mind? Draw the faces of the front row of an
audience watching Abdul Kazam’s magic show.

TALK ABOUT IT:
Look at the front cover of the text and the way Abdul
Kazam is represented here. What does this add to your
ideas about him as a character? What does this make you
think about his role in the story?

IMAGINE IT:Look again at the illustration. What other magical objects can you see in
the image? What other tricks do you think Abdul Kazam could perform? Can you think
of a new trick for Abdul Kazam to perform and a way of describing this for someone
else using rich and descriptive vocabulary in the same way?

Tuesday:
Write a character description of Ralph’s dad.
Monday
Write the next
part of the
story what
happens when
Ralph’s dad
appears.

CREATE IT: If you could
do magic, what trick
would you want to do?
Would you make it rain
sweets? Turn a
household object into
a magical pet? Make
your dinner disappear?
Draw and write about
a fantastical trick you’d
like to perform.

Wednesday
Research the African Savannah. Draw and label it.

:

Friday:
Use expanded
noun phrases,
similes, metaphors
and powerful word
choices to describe
the monster you
created yesterday.

Thursday
Explore onomatopoeia: make a sound poem

USEFUL WEBSITES / ADDITIONAL RESOURCES PARENTS MAY WISH TO USE:
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/

